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The inaugural Cyber World Congress takes place virtually on March 2nd as a unique large-scale event to keep the cyber 
security community connected across the globe. As a worldwide 24-hour event, it will follow the sun by starting with speakers 
from the APAC region through to the Middle East & Africa, Europe, LatAm, finishing in North America. Join us online to 
hone your skills in areas including:

•  Securing the Modern Enterprise in a Digital World
•  A People-Focused Approach to Security
•  Modern Cyber Resilience for Today’s Digital Environment
•  Incident Response & Business Continuity in a Complex Threat Landscape
•  Forward-Thinking Cyber Security for the Next Wave of Digitalisation
•  And, more!

Speakers include CISOs, CSOs, and Heads of IT Security at: Sodexo, Standard Chartered Bank, Fossil Group and more... 

Join Us at Cyber World Congress: 24-Hour Virtual Cyber Security Event on March 2nd!

This is a one-of-a-kind opportunity for cyber security leaders across the globe to come together and safeguard their assets. View 
the agenda & secure your place for FREE using the discount code: CMVIP at: world.cyberseries.io/register/ (T&Cs apply.)

https://ciso-anz.coriniumintelligence.com/?utm_source=CISOMAG&utm_medium=CISOMAG&utm_campaign=0619%20CISO%20Online&utm_term=0619%20CISO%20Online#CISOREGISTRATION
http://world.cyberseries.io/register/
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During a break at Camp David in 1983, President Ronald Reagan 
and his wife Nancy sat down to watch the evening movie WarGames, 
and was perplexed with what he saw.

WarGames (1983) is an American Cold War, science fiction technology 
film. David Lightman, a high school student, uses his IMSAI 8080 
computer and modem to dial into systems of gaming companies in 
Sunnyvale, California. While war dialing numbers, David accidentally 
connects to WOPR (War Operation Plan Response), a supercomputer 
at NORAD (North American Aerospace Defense Command) — that’s 
programmed to run war simulations.  

Asking for a list of games, he stumbles upon a game with a strange 
name: “Global Thermonuclear War.” When asked for the password, he is unable to proceed further. He asks two friends 
for help, who explain the concept of a backdoor password and they suggest finding a password hint in the first game in 
the list: “Falken’s Maze.” David learns that Stephen Falken was an early artificial-intelligence researcher, and he guesses 
correctly that Falken’s dead son’s name (Joshua) is the password.

David starts playing the game, takes the role of the Soviet Union, and playfully targets American cities. The computer 
starts a simulation that shows incoming nuclear missiles from the Soviet Union on the gigantic displays at NORAD. This 
shocks the military personnel as they believe it is an actual nuclear attack. The simulation escalates into something 
bigger, as the supercomputer takes the game to the next level. It “launches” a full-scale attack from the Soviet Union, 
with Soviet bombers and submarines, apart from multiple missiles. Thankfully, that was all a simulation or War Game, 
as everyone later realizes. 

The following week, amid a meeting with military personnel, President Reagan asked if anyone had watched the movie. 
He then turned to General John W. Vessey, the then chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff, and asked if this was possible. 

General Vessey responded, “Mr. President, the problem is much worse than you think.”

That led to the introduction of the first National Security Directive on Computer Security.

Fiction becomes Reality

Fast forward to 2020. We witnessed a large-scale attack dubbed “SolarWinds” that targeted numerous computers 
belonging to the U.S. government and private enterprises. Instead of nuclear missiles, the attackers dropped packages of 
malware on nearly 18,000 organizational networks in the U.S. and around the globe. Clearly, it was the largest cyberattack 
ever. The malware, which was reportedly activated in May 2020, was only detected in December, nearing the Christmas 
holidays. Technically speaking, only a few minutes of intrusion is enough to exfiltrate critical data if the attackers hit the 
bull’s eye in the first go. Here, the attackers monitored the networks for nearly 6 – 9 months; so, imagine the amount of 
critical data they might have laid their hands on! And although Moscow denied any involvement, the White House task 
force said that Russia is likely behind the hack.

Biden has now ordered the U.S. intelligence agencies to provide him with an assessment of the SolarWinds cyberattack.
History repeats itself, only this time, it’s not science fiction.

The industry and government must get together to fight the dark forces of Cyberspace.

Please write to us at editorial@eccouncil.org

Editor-in-Chief

Brian Pereira

EDITOR’S NOTE

MR. PRESIDENT, THE PROBLEM IS 
MUCH WORSE THAN YOU THINK
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“The thing about 
AI and machine 
learning is that 
it’s used by bad 
actors as well”

Apart from cyberattacks on the health care sector and phishing and ransomware 
campaigns targeting employees working remotely, 2020 also witnessed an increased 
surge in bot attacks. Bot attacks have also gained popularity due to their success rate 
compared to other vectors of cyberattacks.  To discuss more about bot attacks during 
2020 and the best mitigation strategies, we have Nicholas Palmer, Vice President of 

Global Sales, Group-IB. Since the beginning of his journey with Group-IB, Palmer has progressed 
through the company from a key account manager to become Head of Group-IB’s Global Business 
with teams reporting to him spanning Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, Spain, South Africa, Italy, 
UAE, the U.K., and the Netherlands. He is also a regular speaker at industry events such as RSA, 
INTERPOL World, FS-ISAC summits, CyberCrimeCon, and many others. 

In an interview with Augustin Kurian from CISO MAG, Palmer reflects on the bot attacks in 2020 
and their success rates. He also talks about API security and the tools that hackers favor for attacks. 
The latter part of the interview has interesting insights on the Group-IB’s fraud hunting platform 
and “smart” bot protection. 

Nicholas Palmer
VP-Global Sales, 
Group-IB
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